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The Geological Survey of Western Australia promotes the geological assets one of the World’s 
largest and most resource-rich jurisdictions. We show how the systematic acquisition, analysis 
and integration of multidisciplinary geoscience data can reveal critical ties between crustal 
evolution and mineral deposits. This approach has led to reinterpretations of geodynamic 
processes that significantly impact our understanding of Archean ore-forming systems. Bulk 
seismic properties derived from passive seismic deployments reveal that from about 3.5 Ga to 
the Neoarchean, the crust thickened and became more evolved in composition. This trend may 
relate to a change from crust dominantly formed above mantle plumes, to crust formed in 
subduction zones, and may reflect secular cooling of Earth’s mantle. At smaller spatial scales 
and shorter timescales, however, this trend appears to be more complex. Trace element studies 
of Archean greenstone sequences show that the volcanic stratigraphy of the 2.99–2.71 Ga 
Youanmi Terrane is characterized by constant Th/Nb ratios that may record an initiation stage 
of subduction. In contrast, the variable range of Th/Nb ratios in the 2.71–2.66 Ga volcanic 
stratigraphy of the Eastern Goldfields Superterrane can be linked to mantle plume activity. The 
Pilbara Craton shows a similar evolution, with constant-Th/Nb greenstone evolution between 
3.13 and 2.95 Ga and variable-Th/Nb greenstone evolution between 3.49 and 3.23 Ga, and 
between 2.77 and 2.68 Ga. Geochemical studies focused on using trace elements in granites as 
a proxy for source composition and depth of melting have identified north-easterly trends that 
extend across much of the Yilgarn Craton, including into the western part of the Eastern 
Goldfields Superterrane, across inferred terrane boundaries and major structures. These large-
scale geochemical trends probably relate to basement domains that existed before the younger 
(post-2.73 Ga) terrane boundaries were imposed.  
From ~2.73 Ga onwards, a network of large-scale E dipping shear zones that record E-W crustal 
shortening formed in the Youanmi Terrane. At the same time a significant change in 
depositional setting occurred that is consistent with orogenic thickening of the evolving 
continental crust. At least part of the network of E dipping, crustal-scale shear zones that 
characterize the whole Yilgarn Orogen started to develop at that time. It can be shown that by 
c. 2.66 Ga the Yilgarn Craton orogenic lithosphere was stiff enough to allow elements of 
modern tectonic processes such as large-scale uplift, exhumation of high-grade metamorphic 
rocks and the development of inverse metamorphic gradients and foreland basins. 


